
The most versatile 
digital reverb ever 
made... 
for only $1995! 
Ursa Major's new SPACE STATION is a 
true breakthrough in audio technology 
-a digital reverb so versatile it can 
create virtually any pattern of direct 
sound. early reflections and reverbera- 
tion, yet which costs only a third of 
what you would pay for a single - 
function reverb system. This easy -to-use 
unit will take your dry tracks and put 
them into an endless variety of 
reverberant spaces, from tiny rooms to 
concert halls to parking garages to sci-fi 
locales. And the SPACE STATION 
does even more: its Multi-Tap Delay 
and built-in mixer give you totally new 
pure delay effects, while feedback of a 
single tap provides simultaneous echo 
or resonance effects. 
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sound 
lasers 

An audio transducer system so 
different that it's easier to conceive of 
it by analogies with laser technology 
than in terms of horns and baffles. As 
Sound Lasers move from the 
laboratory to the marketplace, audio 
professionals will be called on to 
evaluate and apply them. If you need 
to understand this unique concept, ask 
for our free Sound Lasers technical 
analysis, today. 

Transylvania Power Company 
260 Marshall Drive 
Walnut Creek, California 94598 USA 
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of the Rings and Silmarillion. "Night of 
the Hunter's Moon" makes effective use 
of Trevor Spencer's synthesized drums, 
and becomes, in fact, as close to a rock 
rhythm as can be found on the album. 

Lyrically, the album contains splendid 
word -pictures and a few burning im- 
ages that Bruce Cockburn would feel at 
ease with. Some deeply emotional and 
personal love songs are contained, as 
well as some mystical, near- mytholog- 
ical, references. Some none -to- subtle 
sensuality also is included: "Man of the 
earth Oh! I'm on my knees/I wanna 
taste the fire and honey you're 
making!" (©Betterbron Music Ltd.). 

The album is also a finely crafted con- 
cept album, in that the songs flow 
together so well musically, and the 
songs occasionally contain references to 
phrases or thoughts found in other 
songs. "Song of the Bow" contains a 
chorus, "Taste the fire and honey," that 
is followed by a song entitled "Fire and 
Honey." "Nenya" closes with a chorus, 
"There's a land I can see," that is 
followed by a song entitled, "Land of 
the Sun." The first line of that song is 
"There is a land I can see." Of course, 
with this kind of coherency, the songs 
must be linked with strong musical 
bridges; accordingly, Oldfield has con- 
structed near -perfect bridges. 

Water Bearer is going onto my list 
already for best albums of 1979. S.R. 

TONIO K.: Life In The Foodchain. [Rob 
Fraboni, producer; Nick van Maarth, 
engineer; recorded at Shangri -la, 
Mailbu, Ca. and The Village Recorder, 
West Los Angeles, Ca.] Full 
Moon /Epic JE 35545. 

Performance: Truly sick (just my 
speed) 

Recording: Pretty good 

Who let this guy out, anyway? Tonio 
K. is rock music's latest in a long line of 
certified sickies, following in the 
footsteps of such great, forgotten win- 
ners as Wildman Fischer and Napoleon 
XIV. Only, this guy can really rock out. 

There's a lot going on in this record. 
The music backing up Tonio is basically 
one deliberate blur. Clean, mind you, 
and distinguishable if you're listening 
for those things, but busy, busy, busy. 
There are guitars all over the place, 
and some of them are doing some nice 
things. One slide guitarist, in par- 
ticular, comes through with some burn- 
ing licks every so often. But you'll pro- 
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